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/. Newsletter
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NO. 12

CRF DIRECTORS AND MEMBERS MEET
The Cave Research Foundation held
its Annual Meeting and 39th Board of
Directors meeting November 10, 1978
at the University of Arizona in Tucson,
Arizona. There were 30 JV's, members
and guests present ." During the meeting, it was announced that one of the
goals for 1979 was to increase the
Endowment Fund to at least $10,000.
The JV's and members present generously responded by pledging over $1,100
to the Fund. Other goals for 1979 include connecting the Flint Mammoth
Cave System to Proctor Cave in Joppa
Ridge, publication of the Carlsbad
Caverns map, and continued development
of a scientific program around the
Lilburn Cave Project in California.
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During the Directors meeting the
Board elected Robert Buecher and
David DesMarais to the Board. The
officers are as follows: President,
Cal Welbourn; Treasurer, Roger McClure;
Secretary, Ron Bridgemon; Directors:
Elbert Bassham, Roger Brucker, Bob
Buecher, David DesMarais, Charles
Hildebolt., Pete Lindsley, Pa y Jo
Watson, and Steve Wells, Chief Scientist.
Robert Buecher will assume the
duties of Guadalupe Escarpment Area
Manager while Charles Hildebolt will
continue as the Central Kentucky Area
Manager and Stan Ulfeldt will continue
as the Lilburn Cave Manager.
The following individuals were
elected to membership in the Foundation for their contributions to CRF
and speleology: Debbie Buecher, Karen
Lindsley, Stan Ulfeldt, and Claire
Weedman.

The Saturday night banquet was a
sumptuous western steak dinner followed by a party hosted by Ron and
Sue Bridgemon. On Sunday many JV's
and members toured the man-made interpretive cave at the Arizona-Sonora
Desert Museum near Tucson.

AUGUST 1978, MCNP
Tom and Jane Cottrell led this
expedition and besides the excellent
cave parties that were fielded, there
was also some fun had with a "PortaCave" brought along by Lynn Weller.
This is a framework that can be adjusted to different heights to make
various sizes of Squeezes. This may
be a good device for finding "Snail
Trail" parties, etc.!
The water at the ferry was not
noticeably higher than in July at 1.75'
but there had been steady rain in July
and Saturday morning we had more. We
were hesitant to go to the lower levels.
Roger Brucker led Shari Larason and
Cla'ire Weedman to Pilgrim Avenue in Mammoth Cave to check leads and survey.
They checked off most of the leads and
placed a 6 station H survey between Q14
and X7. Total length was 167.8'.
Bob Eggers led Mike Link, Andy
Lever and Gail Wagner to the pit near
the end of Gratz Avenue. The objective
was to drop 2 pits and likely connect
to Briggs Ave.
However, the rainy
weather topside made this a very wet
trip and they found the survey impossible. They loosened a rock and thus
soon entered a second pit and followed
the drain to a muddy siphon. From
Gratz, down Lee's Cistern and then to
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the bottom siphon was a total drop of
110' and it apparently just misses
Briggs Avenue.
A third party had the hot lead with
the possibility of connecting Colossal
to Houchins River.
Roger McMillan led
Preston Forsythe, Suzanne Williamson
and Lynn Weller (who was the guide)
back to the end of Tom Brucker's 1750'
survey of last July .
125' from Houchins
River with a pit drain and another 300'
to survey up higher sounded great but
the pit drain was impassable even though
it does have slight air out. The ledges
a c ross the top were rotten and crumbly
and kept breaking off.
They surveyed
40.4' before the exposure made them quit.
Maybe a human fly crew should go back!
Many thanks to everyone who pitched in
to do various tasks without being told
what to do, especially Dottie Eggers who
h elped Jane a great deal assisting with
food preparation.
T. COTTRELL

SEPTEMBER 1978 LILBURN CAVE EXPEDITION
This expedition saw activity on all
major fronts of endeavor at Lilburn.
Thirty peop le attended from which 11
parties were fi e lded spending over 307
manho urs underground .
On Saturday three science, one survey
a nd t wo digging parties were fielded.
Gail McCoy ' s group measured fracture
orientations and rel ationships between
fract ures a nd passage orientation in the
East Stream Passage. John Tinsley's
party located and surveyed banded sediment deposits in the vicinity of the East
Stream Passage and the He x Room .
The Fresno St ate biology group set
up a gridwork in the Telephone Pit to
guide future excavations and became more
familiar with the northern portions of
the cave .
Rich Laduke l ed a group to
dig a wet crawlway in the Bacon Rind
Room area . They made some progress but
the wetness of t h e mud made the work very
diffic ult.
The group which worked the
Ol d Dig made no table progress and were
enco u raged by air moti o n whi c h requires
further i n vestigatio n.
Stan Ulfeldt led
a s urvey to the Crevice area and closed

a survey loop through the "Glass Menagerie".
On Sunday John Tinsley led a combined sediment and biological survey
party to the Lake Room area. This group
mapped in more banded sediments and also
located a cave-adapted crustacean, possibly the aecelid found in Lilburn a few
years ago. McCoy's party continued their
survey of fractures and passage orientations, this time in the Curl Passage area.
Howard Hurtt's survey in Deep Dig
established eight .stations under reportedly miserable conditions. Laduke's
digging party returned to the Bacon Rind
dig and reported that the dig may be becoming too tight for future progress.
Ellis Hedlund led surveys into the Bacon
Rind and Double Scungy Chimney areas.
The party corrected a survey area in the
Bacon Rind, surveyed some new passage
near the Dragon's Mouth and found more
sediment profiles in the vicinity.
I enjoyed running this expedition.
Most people came with preconceived notions of what they wanted to do, which
is fine.
However, I think that before
the next field season we need to reevaluate all activities to make sure we are
maximizing both the productivity and enjoyment of the project participants.
D. DESMARAIS
-CAVE BOOKSNew Publications:
Cavern Development in the Guadalupe
Mountains - by David Jagnow fl7.? po~tf'~ id
Carlsbad, Caves, and a Camera - by
Robert Nymeyer (H} $14 .1!> ( f>Hg ·15 POStf'a. id
Carlsbad Caverns Map

41.

postp"';d

1"

=

200'

f/·75 to JVs postpo.irJ

order from: Clare Weedman
1909 McGavock Pike
Nashville, TN 37216

AT LILBURN CAVE IN OCTOBER
The following sorties occured over
the long weekend, all in honor of Columbus Day .
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Tom Campbell led a party of 5 biologists to the White Rapids and Lake
Room areas to set liver bait for planaria and other invertebrate delights.
They entered via Meyer Entrance and
exited the Old Entrance.
John Tinsley and Howard Hurtt serviced the stream recorder at Big Spring.
The last flush and gush of the season
occurred during the Labor day weekend
apparently triggered by the rains
accompanying the hurricane which damped
down the last days of that expedition.
Gail McCoy continued geologic mapping
in the Redwood Canyon area near the cave.
Ellis Hedlund and Chuck Whitney performed
numerous tasks including a survey in the
Deep Dig, laying out additional stakes
for the survey along the access road,
surveying the stakes under cover of darkness, and digging at Ellis's dig.
The weekend was chiefly devoted to
showing off the year's progress to the
various major professors.
It appears
that high marks were earned by all concerned.
J.C. TINSLEY

THANKSGIVING EXPEDITION, CCNP
Nineteen JV's and meml:::ers attended
the Thanksgiving Expedition and produced
about 5000' of survey.
Rockslide Cave was relocated and the
survey in it is two-thirds complete. A
new cave entrance was found nearby which
blows air. This cave was not entered at
the time due to the small entrance (12').
However, a later party entered the cave
and explored about 100' of cave before
the passage became too small.
The map of Recluse Cave was field
checked and finalized the map. Problem
areas in Lower Cave were resurveyed and
sketches of some areas improved. The
survey of the Main Corridor was continued. The area along the trail from
Whales Mouth and the area around Devil's
Mound to Green Lake were surveyed and
sketched.
Three teams were sent into the back

country. One team completed the survey
of Scout Cave. A second group ridgewalked the area below Scout but no new
leads were discovered. A third party
went to Deep Cave from the bottom of the
mountain. This team surveyed wall detail
in the Totem Room.
B. BUECHER

CRF SPECIAL EXPEDITION
Eighteen members of the Michigan
Interlakes Grotto of the NSS and two
other new Joint Venturers joined with
eleven regular JV's to carry out C-3
trash from Floyd Collins Crystal Cave
on September 20, 19/8. Lynn Weller had
made 30 WELLERBAGS (feedsacks @ 40¢ ea.
cut in half lengthwise and stitched up
the side) to carry the trash. We moved
into Crystal via Scotchman's Trap.
At C-Trail Roger Brucker's party
went to Camp 2, cleaned up the debris
and stripped out the wire. The others
proceeded to Lost Passage.
Here, Tom
Brucker led a group out B Trail, spooling wire and removing debris. The Camp
Pit Trash was bagged and removed. All
wire between Lost Passage and the Overlook was removed from the cave. All
that remains in this area is the wire
in place out Storm Sewer and through
Sanford 3hortcut to Columbian Avenue.
Lost Passage trash was relayed and
carried to the Big Dining Room. Most
was carried out but 4 Wellerbags and 3
full spools of wire and one too-full
Gurnee can remain to be removed. Estimates of the amount of trash removed
varied between 214 and 247 rounds.
After the expedition Roger Brucker
and other CRF JV's received many letters
and photos from the MIG members.
It was
evident that we fulfilled the promise of
"a trip of a lifetime" for most of the
participants. All were most grateful
for the chance and many want to return.
We also encouraged some good prospective
JV's to accompany us on future expeditions
In the future CRF may want to consider conservation expeditions such as
this one.
In addition to the clean-up,
the trips acquaint NSS members with the
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conservation ethic of the CRF presence
in the MCNP and also illuminate such
environmental issues as the Job Corps
impact.
R.W. BRUCKER

++
++

***************************************
Pat, Red and Anna Watson can be reached
at the following address until June 30,
1979:

Watson c/o Reboul
Les Barandons
43400 Chambon-sur-Lignon
FRANCE
***************************************
CRF LEADERSHIP EXPEDITION
DECEMBER 30-31, 1978
Thirty-five JV's participated in
some part of the Leadership Expedition
at Flint Ridge. On Saturday the formal
training program included 9 hours of
lectures, discussions and round-tables.
This was followed by over four hours of
underground survey training. On Sunday
seven parties entered the cave for "on
the job" training.
Expedition leader Roger Brucker had
recruited the aid of numerous CRF JV's
and members to put together a full program to help JV's get better acquainted,
to improve performance in problem areas,
to make better leaders, and to become
more safety conscious.
Bog Eggers discussed alternative individual equipment, placed in such
categories as DIGGING (putty knife),
REPAIR (pliers, vise-grips, knife),
LIGHT (candles, extra carbide lamp).
He emphasized the need for the party
leader to check each new JV's pack.
Richard Zopf covered trip pre-planning. A clear explanation of the objectives and expectations is one key to
a successful trip. Jack Freeman discussed trip pacing and eating. Periodic
inquiry about how people are feeling
helps set the proper pace.
Roger Brucker talked about managing
difficult party members - ("There are
no difficult party members - just bastards"). Physical difficulties, out

: ~Turn bag
inside out
New stitching
2 rows

nr--___ Cut in two -

turn both
Wellerbags
inside out
WELLERBAG PLAN

of shape and bad equipment, should be
prevented ahead of the trip. Emotional
difficulties require handling of feelings openly, making expectations clear,
setting limits and listening. The party
leader is the boss.
Jenny Anderson welded all this together in a fruitful round table discussion of party management. Richard Zopf
and Tom Gracanin developed the CRF rationale for surveying and gave pointers on
how to accomplish more survey (FIND BIG
PASSAGES THAT GO!! - T.G.)
Tom Brucker delivered the Zen Gettysburg Address of how to find big discoveries: it is a matter of LUCK, FATE & SKILL.
All you can do about the first two is persist. There is a lot you can do about
SKILL. Learn to ask questions of the
cave and look for clues: LIGHT (shadow),
AIR, WATER, ROCK.
In general, the tougher it is to get to a place, the higher
the liklihood of discovery.
Questions: The passage is filling to
the ceiling with mud; does it end? A
waterfall cascades from a shelf 40 feet
up a dome; is it a lead? The water enters a passable but grubby crawl; is it
worth getting wet? The floor of the
passage suddenly drops into a pit; return
for a rope? Where does the water go?
(then/now). These mental exercises will
lead you to big discoveries.
Tom Gracanin explained the purpose
and methods of surface reconnaisance.
He urged everyone to join the effort.
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Roger Brucker discussed the Joy of
Caving as a recipe in which the CRF Joy
Machine consists of curious individuals
making discoveries (which produce joy)
about themselves, each other and about
the cave through time.
He described the
SOPPADA method of communicating about
cave subjects (thinly disguised FR con?).
Jack Freeman gave many practical tips
for running expeditions as expedition
leader. There are many rewards and it
is not as difficult as it may seem because of El Manual and many helpful JV's.
Kathleen Dickerson, a new JV and an
. EMT for three years, briefed us on first
aid, with emphasis on the problems most
likely to be encountered in caving. R.
Brucker summarized the CRF Emergency
Procedure.

A draft plot of Chimney Cave was
field checked and the two entrances
were surveyed to each other.
Three parties descended on the
Appetite Hill area on Sunday evening.
The area from the Big Room/Grape Arbor
section to the King's Palace was surveyed for the ' 1" = 50' map. We should
now be able to finish a draft map of all
the public areas from Green Lake Room to
Big Rpom.
We are beginning to feel an equipment pinch, especially tripods. We were
barely able to field four complete sets
of equipment and could not have done so
had we not been surveying in areas so
open and easy on large camera tripods.
Perhaps the debate over hand-held vs.
tripod will resolve itself by default.
D. REPA

The 7 parties in the cave on Sunday returned with 1843.1' of new survey, 145.8'
in Proctor Cave, the balance in Flint Mammoth Cave.

INTERNATIONAL SPELEOLOGICAL CONGRESS AT
BOWLING GREEN, KY., SUMMER 1981

Special thanks to Don Coons and Ed Lisowski - field faculty, and to all those
who helped out in the kitchen without
being asked.
R.W. BRUCKER

Some of the participants at the congress will come north to MCNP in search
of the Ultimate Caving Experience. There
could be a flood of UCE-seekers.

CARLSBAD CAVERNS EXPEDITION, FEBRUARY '79
During this expedition, a connection
between Lower Cave and the Boneyard was
surveyed. Unsurveyed, possibly virgin,
passage was found to extend Southwesterly
from the new survey approximately 400'.
This new passage merits further work.
The Mystery Room was probed for leads.
Two high leads requiring rope were noted
in the general area of the pool. Survey
of the S extension of Hidden Passage off
the New Mexico Room was begun. This passage was found to connect with the Ranger
Room via chimneys and pits.
Carol Hill conducted a mineralogical
study (with photos) through Spider Cave.
She also investigated the waxy green clay
deposits and gypsum deposits in Lower
Cave, Talcum Passage and the Big Room.
The survey of the Scenic Rooms for 1"=50'
map was also completed.

The question: Can the CRF cope with
a deluge more formidable than a Thanksgiving Expedition or high water in Hickle
Trickle??? Another question: Despite
wide experience in providing UCE's in
English or Texan, can the CRF provide the
same in Russian, French, German etc.??
We may have to learn to mime typical
underground dialog, such as "Faallling~~"
and "This here is the X Survey. It connects to .... etc.", before 1981.
Any Boy Scout eyeing our potential
Tower-of-Babel-with-standing-room-only
would say "Be prepared!". Clever kid~
Preparations must begin soon if we are
to prevent the Ultimate Cave Fiasco at
MCNP in 1981.
If you would like to volunteer ideas
and answers, and/or help to design the
week long MCNP Expedition for the International Speleological Congress, please
write or call:
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Art Palmer
Dept. of Earth Sciences
State University College
Oneonta, NY 13820
(607-432-6024)
OR
Jennifer Anderson
P.O. Box 931
Champaign, IL 61820
(217- 356-1834)

FEBRUARY EXPEDITION - MCNP
But for a fire hatchet, Joppa Ridge
would have been connected to Mammoth
Ridge on the Lincoln's Birthday weekend. Such a hatchet, said various
people after the fact, would have made
short work of the 10' thick ice plug
that blocked entry to Bluff Cave on
Joppa. The long hike to the cave
through knee deep snow drifts and icehacking in zero nudging weather sapped
manpower. And ice plugs, it appears,
laugh at digging hardware, so Party
Leader John Barnes and crew returned
to camp for a substitute trip.
Elsewhere, Roger Brucker, Claire
Weedman and Putnam publisher's photographer Steve Kaplan - at MCNP to
photograph "Floyd's" (actually Brucker's) head for the cover of "Trapped"
- were in Crystal Cave.

Ron Wilson and Keith Carlton made
a bear-bones trip to Sophy and Pensacola
Avenues hoping to repeat the major paleontological find of 1978, a bear tibia.
The Kennedy's Domes area was "cursorily"
examined yielding the lower incisor of a
woodrat, and recent bones which include
those of a white-footed mouse and a short
tailed shrew.
The enthusiasm over the weekend was
almost palpable. Even before the expedition leader had arrived, walks were
shoveled and the myriad housekeeping
chores that go along with opening camp
had been done. Platoons of people cooked
and KP'd over the weekend and camp was
Closed on Sunday afternoo~ with the same
kind of teamwork that characterized its
opening. Underground, the same kind of
enthusiasm added 1800' of survey to the

map.
If only enthusiasm could melt ice ....
J. ANDERSON
#########################################
Send newsletter information to:
MARY ANN RAFLE, Shell Oil Company
P.O. Box 481, Houston, TX 77001
#########################################

ENDOWMENT FUND
June 82Jan

82-

June 81Tom Brucker, Lynn Weller, and Richard
Zopf pushed Tom's Terrible Trail (the
Proctor K survey) 793.1 mapped feet
closer to Mammoth Ridge on a very long
trip.

Jan

-$25M

$20M
Our goal is to have $25M
in the fund for our 25th
Anniversary in mid-1982.

81-

June 80-

-$15M

Jan
Gail Wagner, John Morris, Nick Crawford and Ro~e~ McMillan proved that
Hickle Trickle is not a 6-lane highway
under Doyel Valley; they eliminated 5+
very grubby, very wet leads. Those that
remain hold dim promise as a route t.o
Joppa and, according to Gail, are cherty
and very dangerous.
Two other trips into the cave pushed
New Discovery 561 mapped feet in the
right direction and exhausted the upper
reaches of P Stream Trail under Franklin Avenue.

June

-$lOM

Jan
June

The response to the
Endowment Fund Campaign
has been tremendous and
we are right on schedule.

This may seem like an
ambitious goal, however,
if each of us will donate
$20 a year
for the next four years,
we can meet this goal.

-$ 5M
Won't you please help?

Send donations to:
Roger McClure, Treasurer
1503 Cascio Drive
Bellevue, Nebraska 68005
$25,000 FOR OUR 25th ANNIVERSARY!!
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1979 LILBURN FIELD SCHEDULE
All JV's planning to attend any expedition must notify either the expedition leader or Stan Ulfeldt 10 days prior
to the expedition.
DATE

LEADER

May 26-28

Howard Hurtt

June 16-17

David DesMarais

July 4-8

John Tinsley

July 28-29

Ellis Hedlund

Aug. 18-19

Gail McCoy

Sept. 1-3

Stan Ulfeldt

Sept. 22-23

Peri Frantz

Oct. 6-8

Luther Perry

Nov. 22-25

Luther Perry and
Kathy Williams

1979 CRF FIELD SCHEDULE MCNP
To facilitate planning, one should
notify the operations manager (Charles
Hildebolt) or the expedition leader
two weeks prior to expeditions one plans
to attend. The remaining expeditions
for the year follow:
DATE

LEADER

April 21-22
May 26-28
June 30-July 8
August 4-6
September 1-9
October 6-7
November 22-25

C.
R.
P.
T.
T.
T.
D.

Weedman
Zopf
Lindsley
Cottrell
Gracanin
Brucker
Daunt

GUADALUPE ESCARPMENT
1979 FIELD SCHEDULE
All JV's planning to attend an expedition must notify the expedition head or
Linda Starr l~ to 2 weeks before the expedition.

DATE

LEADER

AREA

April 13-15

John McLean

May 26-28

Hills

CCNP
backpack
LNF

June 16-17

Ron Kerbo

CCNP

July 14-15

Doug Rhodes

CCNP

Aug. 4-5

Jim Goodbar

LNF

Sept. 29-30

Bill Hinson

Oct. 20-21

Jim Hardy

GMNP
backpack
CCNP

Nov. 22-25

Bob Buecher

CCNP

Dec. 29-Jan. 1

Linda Starr

CCNP

1979 FIELD SCHEDULE FOR
BUFFALO NATIONAL RIVER, ARKANSAS
Please notify the expedition leader
to 2 weeks prior to any expedition
you plan to attend. Expeditions will
usually op e rate out of the Stell Creek
Research House near Ponca. Communal
meals will be provided at cost for breakfast and dinner. Please bring your own
lunch and/or cave food.
Questions?? Contact the expedition leader or: Kathy Roy,
area co-ordinator, 501-456-2206.
l~

DATE

LEADER

April 21-22
May 11-13
June 2-3
July 28-29
August 12-18
Sept. 15-16

Pete Lindsley
Cal Welbourn
Bill Hinson
Cal Welbourn
Pete Lindsley

I am planning to name all the passages
in Historic Proctor Cave after my relatives
and all the new parts after myself.
It may
get monotonous going from one ZOPF AVENUE
to another, but I'll do it if I don't hear
any other suggestions. My address is:
Richard Proctor Zopf
830 Xenia Avenue
Yellow Springs, OH 45387
DON'T BE MODEST - NOW'S YOUR BIG CHANCE!!

-8President's Letter
The Mammoth Cave National Park area has
been the site of important karst research
and of fierce po litical battles over the
years.
Most re cen tly, battles have centered
around the Great Onyx Job Corps Camp on Flint
Ridge.
In Feb., the Job Corps Camp was temporarily c l osed due to unsafe housing and
s ewage leakage into the cave . The Nat'l Park
Se rvice immediately stara€d looking for an
alternat ive si te for the camp, away from the
cave . Finally 4 sites in the n.w. edge of
the park were selected. Of these, the CRF
favors the Childress site as construction
here would cause the least environmental
damage.
The struggle to move the Job Corps
co ntinues and is by no means over. We are
watching developments in the Park carefully.
The U. S . Army Corps of Engineers recently
released a navigation study for the Barren and
Green Rivers, KY.
In the report, the Corps
co ncluded that developing these river ~~ not
eco nomically feasible.
One alternative-considered is the removal of some locks an~s,
including Lock & Dam #6 on the Green ~his
da m, built in 1907, backs water into MCNP-and
has serio usly altered base level aquatic communiti es in parts of the Flint Mammoth Cave

system. The removal, which CRF strongly
supports, would allow water to return to
its natural base level and restoration of
some of the natural cave communities would
result. CRF scientists continue to look
into this matter very carefully.
Rumor is that we are running out of
cave in the Flint Mammoth system. Well,
if you have been to Flint Ridge lately you
know there are going leads everywhere!
If
you want to be in on the big discoveries,
plan to be at Flint Ridge this spring, summer and fall.
Massive surveying and drafting efforts
of the last 2 years in the commercial portions of the cave resulted in the publication of a fine map of Carlsbad Caverns and
in new enthusiasm for surveying and exploration.
In the far west JV's and researchers are
expanding studies of Lilburn Cave and looking at other karst areas to obtain a better
understanding of karst development.
The Endowment Fund, set up in 1974 to
provide Fellowships & research grants, has
passed the $9,000 level!
~ 1J~

Cave Research Foundation
3678 Hollowcrest Avenue
Columbus, OH 43223
ADDRESS CORRECTION REQUESTED

Brother N;cholas
7V'1 18 Boyer St
PhiladelPhia, PA
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